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WHAT WILL YOU MAKE AT NJIT?
Making strides inside the ever-quickening high-tech marketplace requires massive skill sets that are up-to-the-nanosecond. At NJIT, that is precisely what drives us to shape an immersive learning atmosphere that prepares students to compete and excel. We are hands-on in shaping the minds that will pursue the most innovative careers that the future holds.

As a top-tier public research university and a national leader in STEM education, NJIT’s entire campus functions as a Makerspace. We prepare individuals to lead, to drive industry transformations and to make significant contributions to the world at large. We propel intellectual trajectories forward—and economic mobility upward. The momentum that we build here is future in the making.

MAKE YOUR FUTURE AT NJIT.
EXPERIENCE FUTURE IN THE MAKING.
Making it happen at the NJIT Makerspace.

Hands on. Sleeves rolled. Goggles up. As the largest facility of its kind in New Jersey, the NJIT Makerspace provides an on-campus destination where students can actively participate in the innovation, invention and product realization that shapes global industries. Inside this space, 21,600 square feet hold $4 million of the most sophisticated equipment available—from large-scale industrial tools to small prototyping machines.
I MAKE FACE SHIELDS TO HELP FRONT-LINE WORKERS.”

- Greg Tanis ’20, Mechanical Engineering

Engineers joined physicists. Advanced manufacturing specialists joined medical consultants. And they all joined NJIT students inside the NJIT Makerspace to design and fabricate PPE devices in rapid response to COVID-19. At the start of the pandemic, NJIT fully dedicated its Makerspace to creating much-needed protective medical equipment.

Multi-disciplinary teams at NJIT operated in tight collaboration, putting additive manufacturing and prototyping facilities to work. From laser-cut face shields that resist pathogens to short-term-use field ventilators, vital problem-solving equipment has made its way into the hands of doctors and nurses as a result of NJIT’s collective efforts.
NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Inside a technology-rich atmosphere, Newark College of Engineering is an engineering education powerhouse and the largest engineering college in New Jersey.

HILLIER COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
Home to the only public accredited undergraduate architecture program in New Jersey, Hillier College of Architecture and Design shapes students into competent professionals and engaged citizens. Key academic areas include urbanism, sustainability and digital applications.

YING WU COLLEGE OF COMPUTING
Ying Wu College of Computing is one of the few colleges in the country devoted entirely to computing. It is also the region's largest, most comprehensive computing program, in which students concentrate on information systems, information technology and computer science.

MARTIN TUCHMAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
To revolutionize traditional business disciplines, future business leaders must be deeply immersed in new technology. Martin Tuchman School of Management is an academic balance of business-focused and technology-driven programs.

ALBERT DORMAN HONORS COLLEGE
From honors courses to study abroad opportunities, Albert Dorman Honors College students are immersed in rich, challenging and individualized educational experiences.
Our approach to learning puts us in the lead.

A leader among the nation’s 32 research polytechnic universities, NJIT excels with top-quality, highly relevant academic programs. Our multidisciplinary curriculum and computing-intensive approach provide the technological proficiency, business know-how and leadership skills that future CEOs and entrepreneurs need to succeed.
STUDENT CAREER SERVICES

PREPARED TO LEAD.
Career Development Services is a go-to resource where students gain the job search and interviewing skills they need to secure desirable employment within the most competitive, sought-after fields.

PREPARED TO EXPERIENCE.
By connecting students to co-ops, internships and community service in the private and public sectors, Career Development Services helps students experience practical applications of classroom theory as they gain valuable work experience.

PREPARED TO SUCCEED.
From large multinationals to small start-ups, nearly 2,600 companies have hired NJIT students for experiential learning roles in the past decade. With hands-on context, students gain crucial confidence and clarity.

#1 IN THE NATION
for student upward economic mobility.
- Forbes

TOP 2% of U.S. universities for alumni mid-career earnings.
- PayScale.com

A TOP 100 National University.
- US World University Rankings® 2021
NJIT ALUMNI CURRENTLY OCCUPY ACTIVE POSITIONS AT THE MOST IN-DEMAND COMPANIES:

- AECOM
- Apple
- Amazon
- Bristol Myers Squibb
- Citi Group
- Google
- Johnson & Johnson
- JPMorgan Chase & Co.
- Merck
- Microsoft
- Morgan Stanley
- Prudential Financial
- PSEG
- Stryker
- Verizon

CREATING A PATHWAY TO FACEBOOK

Catarina DeMatos ’21 knew what she wanted to do and took every opportunity she could to get there. From participating in hackathons and working as a teacher’s assistant in a computing course, to serving as a sorority resident adviser and interning at Facebook, DeMatos used her time at NJIT to advance her technical and leadership skills. Now, the Ying Wu College of Computing graduate landed a full-time computer science job at Facebook.

DESIGNING HIS FUTURE AS AN ARCHITECT

Jonathan Isaacs ’18 knew NJIT was the perfect college for him — and not just because it’s located in his hometown. The Newark native chose NJIT because of its competitive ranking, affordable tuition and top-notch education. Through his coursework and design studios at Hillier College of Architecture and Design, Isaacs gained hands-on project experience that prepared him for his first job immediately out of college at CallisonRTKL Architecture in New York City.
MAJOR DECISION.

NJIT offers 120 undergraduate and graduate degree programs within six professional schools and colleges.

- Applied Physics
- Architecture
- Biochemistry
- Biology
- Biomedical Engineering
- Business
  - Accounting Systems
  - Finance
  - Innovation & Entrepreneurship
  - Marketing
  - Management Information Systems
- Business & Information Systems
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemistry
- Civil Engineering
- Communication & Media
- Computer Engineering
- Computer Science
- Computer Technology
- Computing & Business
- Concrete Industry Management
- Construction Engineering Technology
- Construction Management Technology
- Cyberpsychology
- Data Science - Computational Option
- Data Science - Statistics Option
- Digital Design
- Electrical & Computer Engineering Technology
- Electrical Engineering
- Environmental Science
- Financial Technology
- Forensic Science
- General Engineering
- History
- Human-Computer Interaction
- Industrial Design
- Industrial Engineering
- Information Systems
- Information Technology
- Interior Design
- Law, Technology & Culture
- Manufacturing Engineering Technology
- Materials Engineering
- Mathematical Sciences
- Mechanical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering Technology
- Medical Informatics Technology
- Science, Technology & Society
- Surveying Engineering Technology
- Technology Education
- Theatre Arts & Technology
- Web & Information Systems

TOP 25

college where graduates earn six-figure salaries.
- Money Magazine

TOP 2%

in Return on Investment.
- PayScale.com
NJIT students take center stage at Newark’s annual celebration of improv theater. The two-day Newark Improv Festival is a collaborative showcase of improv performances that range from comedy to music to drama. Performances are stylistically and racially diverse, and event organizers are proud to send a message of encouragement and inclusivity. The Rutgers/NJIT Theatre Arts Program hosts the festival in partnership with the local arts-based organization, Express Newark.
#NJIT makes 
GAMING A TRUE SPORT.
Top Esports players build skills in everything from fast-twitch muscles to their ability to intensely concentrate under pressure. NJIT’s Esports team is already among the most successful collegiate video game groups in the region and holds national standings in games such as Blizzard Entertainment’s Overwatch.

#NJIT makes 
NCAA HISTORY.
In spring 2021, NJIT’s baseball team made history by earning the program’s first-ever NCAA Tournament win in school history. That also marked the 25th consecutive semester in which Highlander student athletes have earned a collective grade point average of 3.0 or higher — a streak extending over 12 years.

#NJIT makes 
SOLID STUDENT EXPERIENCES.
NJIT’s Student Senate represents the undergraduate student body as a whole. They focus on everything from controlling the student activities budget to advocating for the rights of all students to managing all university-wide Student Senate events, like Homecoming Hype Week and the Multicultural Festival.

140+ clubs and organizations. 
19 Division I sports. 
10TH MEMBER of the America East Conference, as of the 2020-21 academic year.
Incoming First-Year Students: Apply at commonapp.org

Honors College Applicants: Must answer all questions pertaining to the Honors College on the Common Application.

Your application is evaluated as soon as the Common Application and all required documents are submitted.

APPLICATION CHECKLIST

- Completed application
- $75 application fee
- Official high school transcript
- Official SAT (use code 2513) or ACT score (use code 2580) Optional for Fall 2022 and Spring 2023 applicants. Required for Honors College applicants.
- Letter of recommendation

APPLICATION DEADLINES

FALL SEMESTER
- Early Action I: November 15
- Early Action II: December 15
- Honors College: February 1
- Rolling Admissions: March 1

SPRING SEMESTER
- November 15

COST

- In-State Tuition and Fees: $18,016
- Out-of-State Tuition and Fees: $34,034
- Room & Board: $14,200

VISIT

Head to njit.edu/visit to schedule in-person and online visits. We're excited to welcome you!
WE PRIORITIZE FINANCIAL WELL-BEING EVERY STEP OF THE WAY.

WATCH YOUR ACADEMIC WORK PAY OFF—YOUR COLLEGE BILLS.
Access hundreds of merit-based scholarships from NJIT, the state of New Jersey and sources like corporations and private donors. NJIT’s online scholarship portal, Scholarship Universe, makes it easy. Just personalize your profile and we automatically match you to eligible awards.

TAP INTO FINANCIAL AID.
NJIT is proud to offer affordable tuition rates and a high ROI, but we don’t stop there. Each year, we administer $130 million in financial aid, including scholarships, grants, loans and on-campus work-study opportunities.

CHECK OUT THE TEXTBOOK SAVINGS.
Our Open and Affordable Textbook Initiative encourages faculty to use open textbooks, low-cost materials, library resources or open educational resources in place of commercial textbooks. Launched in 2017, the program has saved NJIT students over $446,000.

EARN AS YOU LEARN.
Our Career Development Services partners with students to identify co-ops, internship programs and research opportunities that are paid positions.

MAKE THE GRADES.
ENJOY THE DISCOUNTS.
Students with outstanding grade levels receive specific discounts and grants to reward their ongoing achievements.